Many of the European space missions whose launch and operational life is envisaged for the next decade base the achievement of their mission objectives on their privileged orbital position around any of the Libration points of the Sun-Earth/Moon system, or even the Earth-Moon system. These environments present very well known advantages in terms of thermal stability, observation and communication geometries stability, and minimum levels of dynamic perturbations, thus requiring low frequencies and budgets for on-orbit maintenance manoeuvres.
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On the other side, the concept of satellites formation has definitely emerged as one of the most promising ones that will surely enable the interplanetary exploration, achieving the missions goals by making an effective resources use and hence maximising the scientific return, while minimising mission cost. Among the most noticeable advantages, the satellites formation mission concept offers, with respect to the single spacecraft mission concept, an increased instrument resolution, reduced cost, the possibility of on-orbit mission re-configuration and overall system robustness.
The proposed paper treats the transfer of satellites formation to any of the collinear Libration points of the Sun-Earth/Moon system. As a consequence, it is more focused on relative dynamics and GNC issues (satellite with respect to the any of the other satellites in the formation) than on the optimisation of an absolute transfer trajectory to the Libration points, which is a problem whose solution is already very advanced in literature. It presents part of the work being developed in the frame of the ESA / ESOC contract awarded to DEIMOS Space SL, for the development of a Software Tool for Interplanetary Formation Flying. The major points addressed in the proposed paper are hereafter summarised:
• A characterisation of the transfer trajectories to the collinear Libration points is presented, taken as the step stone in the task of delimiting the relative satellites motion issues relevant for the definition of the GNC system.
• A brief presentation of the methodology adopted to face the FF problems in interplanetary scenarios is provided: a first analysis devoted to mission charac-terisation will focus on the major perturbation inducing the relative dynamics that represent the main source for the GNC requirements.
• The dispersion and open loop analyses, regarding the formation evolution as a collection of satellites, are addressed on the basis of the absolute trajectory and dynamic environment previously fixed.
• A qualitative and quantitative characterisation of the problem allows then the GNC design. The closed loop analyses provide thus an estimate of the relative formation maintenance cost and needs
• Finally, some important matters related to the relative formation maintenance are treated in more detail. Specifically, the following two points are considered:
-Propulsion technologies selection for the formation maintenance purposes. It is considered the use of low thrust (and very low thrust) in combination with other propulsion technologies for orbit and FF correction manoeuvres;
-Derivation of navigation requirements. The case of RF and optical navigation is considered, since these are the systems typically adopted for the formation missions under development.
